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Abstract. In this paper we introduce MINI MAX SAT, a new Max-SAT solver that
incorporates the best SAT and Max-SAT techniques. It can handle hard clauses
(clauses of mandatory satisfaction as in SAT), soft clauses(clauses whose falsifi-
cation is penalized by a cost as in Max-SAT) as well as pseudo-boolean objective
functions and constraints. Its main features are: learningand backjumping on
hard clauses; resolution-based and subtraction-based lower bounding; and lazy
propagation with the two-watched literals scheme. Our empirical evaluation on
a wide set of optimization benchmarks indicates that its performance is usually
close to the best specialized alternative and, in some cases, even better.

1 Introduction

Max-SAT is the optimization version of SAT where the goal is to satisfy the maximum
number of clauses. It is considered one of the fundamental combinatorial optimization
problems. It is well known that many important problems can be naturally expressed
as Max-SAT. They include academic problems such asmax cutor max clique, as well
as real problems in domains likerouting, bioinformatics, scheduling, probabilistic rea-
soning, electronic markets, etc...

There is a long tradition of theoretical work about the structural complexity [1] and
approximability [2] of Max-SAT. Most of this work is restricted to the simplest case in
which all clauses are equally important (i.e., unweighted Max-SAT) and have a fixed
size (mainly binary or ternary clauses). From a practical point of view, a significant
progress has been made in the last 3 years [3–8]. As a result, there is a handful of new
solvers that can deal, for the first time, with medium-sized instances.

The main motivation of our work comes from the study of Max-SAT instances mod-
elling real-world problems. We usually encounter three features:

– The satisfaction of all clauses does not have the same importance, so each clause
needs to be associated with a weight that represents the costof its violation. In the
extreme case, which often happens in practice, there are clauses whose satisfaction
is mandatory. They are usually modelled by associating a very high weight with
them.

– Literals do not appear randomly along the clauses. On the contrary, it is easy to
identify patterns, symmetries or other kinds of structures.

– In some problems there are mandatory clauses that reduce dramatically the num-
ber of feasible assignments, so the optimization part of theproblem only plays a
secondary role. However, in some other problems mandatory clauses are trivially
satisfiable and the real difficulty lays on the optimization part.



When we look at current Max-SAT solvers, we find that none of them is robust over
these three features. For instance, [7, 8] are restricted toformulas in which all clauses
are equally important, [3] is restricted to binary clauses,[5] seems to be efficient on
very overconstrained problems (i.e., only a small fraction of the clauses can be simulta-
neously satisfied), while [9] seems to be efficient on slightly overconstrained problems
(i.e.almost all the clauses can be satisfied). The solver proposedin [10] is the only one
that incorporates some learning, so it will presumably perform well on structured prob-
lems, but its lower bound computation is relatively weak, soit is does not seem to be
competitive in pure optimization problems.

In this paper we introduce MINI MAX SAT, a new weighted Max-SAT solver that
incorporates the current best SAT and Max-SAT techniques. It is build on top of Min-
iSAT+ [11], so it borrows its capability to deal with pseudo-boolean problems and all
the MiniSAT [12] features processing mandatory clauses such as learning and back-
jumping. We have extended it allowing it to deal with weighted clauses, while preserv-
ing the two-watched literals lazy propagation method. The main original contribution of
M INI MAX SAT is that it implements a very efficient lower bounding technique. Specif-
ically, it applies unit propagation in order to detect disjoint inconsistent clauses like in
[8] and then it transforms the problem like in [4, 13, 5] to increment the lower bound.
However, while in [4, 13, 5] only the clauses that accomplishspecific patterns are trans-
formed, in MINI MAX SAT there is no need to define such patterns.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides preliminary definitions,
Section 3 overviews MINI MAX SAT, Sections 4 and 5 focus on its lower bounding and
additional features, respectively. Section 6 reports our experimental results and Section
7 presents related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes and points out directions for future
work.

2 Preliminaries

In the sequelX = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} is the set of boolean variables. Aliteral is either a
variablexi or its negation ¯xi . The variable to which literall refers is notedvar(l). Given
a literal l , its negationl̄ is x̄i if l is xi and isxi if l is x̄i . A clause Cis a disjunction
of literals. In the following, possibly subscripted capital lettersA, B, C, D, andE will
always represent clauses. Thesizeof a clause, noted|C|, is the number of literals that
it has. The set of variables that appear inC is notedvar(C). An assignmentis a set of
literals not containing a variable and its negation. Assignments of maximal sizen are
calledcomplete, otherwise they are calledpartial. An assignmentsatisfiesa literal iff it
belongs to the assignment, it satisfies a clause iff it satisfies one or more of its literals
and it falsifiesa clause iff it contains the negation of all its literals. In the latter case we
say that the clause isconflictingas it always happens with the empty clause, noted�.

A weightedclause is a pair(C,w), whereC is a clause andw is the cost of its falsifi-
cation, also called itsweight. Many real problems contain clauses thatmustbe satisfied.
We call such clausesmandatoryor hard and associate with them a special weight>.
Non-mandatory clauses are also calledsoft. A weighted formulain conjunctive normal
form (WCNF) is a multiset of weighted clauses. Amodelis a complete assignment that
satisfies all mandatory clauses. Thecost of an assignmentis the sum of weights of the
clauses that it falsifies. Given a WCNF formula,WeightedMax-SAT is the problem



of finding a model of minimum cost. Note that if a formula contains only mandatory
clauses, weighted Max-SAT is equivalent to classical SAT. If all the clauses have weight
1, we have the so-called (unweighted) Max-SAT problem. In the following, we will as-
sume weighted Max-SAT.

We say that formulaF ′ is a relaxationof formulaF (notedF ′ v F ) if they are
defined over the same set of variables and the cost of any complete assignment inF ′ is
less than or equal to the cost inF ′ (non-models are considered to have cost infinity). We
say that two formulasF ′ andF areequivalent(notedF ′ ≡ F ) if F ′ v F andF v F ′.

If a formula contains clauses(C,u) and(C,v), they can be replaced by(C,u+v) and
if it contains a clause(C,0), this may be removed. Both these transformation preserve
equivalence. The empty clause may appear in a formula. If itsweight is>, it is clear
that the formula does not have any model. If its weight isw, the cost of any assignment
will include that weight, sow is an obvious lower bound of the formula optimal cost.
Weighted empty clauses and their interpretation in terms oflower bounds will become
relevant in Section 4.

Mandatory clauses of size 1 (namely,(l ,>)) are calledfacts. When a formula con-
tains a fact(l ,>), it can be simplified by removing all clauses containingl and removing
l̄ from all the clauses where it appears. The application of this rule until quiescence is
calledunit propagation(UP) and it is well recognized as a fundamental propagation
technique in all current SAT solvers. Note that most of them use a lazy implementation
of UP based on thetwo-watched literals scheme[14].

3 Overview of M INI MAX SAT

M INI MAX SAT performs adepth-first branch-and-boundsearch on the tree of possible
assignments, where internal nodes represent partial assignments and leaf nodes rep-
resent complete assignments. Each internal node has two children: the two possible
extensions of its associated assignment with respect to oneof the unassigned variables.
At an arbitrary search point, the algorithm tries to detect aconflict, which means that
the current assignment cannot be successfully extended. Wedistinguish two types of
conflicts:hard conflicts indicate that there is no model extending the current partial
assignment (namely, all the mandatory clauses cannot be satisfied), andsoft conflicts
indicate that the current partial assignment cannot be extended to an optimal assign-
ment. Hard conflicts are detected when unit propagation leads to the empty mandatory
clause(�,>). The detection of soft conflicts requires that the algorithmmaintains two
values during search:

– The cost of the best model found so far, which is an upper boundubof the optimal
solution.

– An underestimation of the best cost that can be achieved extending the current
assignment into a model, which is a lower boundlb of the current subproblem.

A soft conflict is detected whenlb ≥ ub, because it means that the current assignment
cannot lead to an optimal model. Note that any soft clause(C,w) with w≥ ub must be
satisfied in an optimal assignment. Therefore, in the following we assume that such soft
clauses are automatically transformed into hard clauses.



An algorithmic description of MINI MAX SAT is presented inAlgorithm 1. The algo-
rithm uses a propagation queueQ which contains all facts pending propagation. Once
propagated, literals are not removed fromQ, but rather marked as such. The algorithm
also uses an arrayV(l) which accumulates the weight of all soft clauses that have be-
come unit overl (namely, clauses(A∨ l ,w) such that the current assignment falsifies
A).

Before starting the search, two pre-processes are executed. First, a good initial upper
bound is obtained with a local search method (line 1) which may yield the identification
of some new hard clauses. In our current implementation we use UBCSAT [15] with de-
fault parameters. The selected local search algorithm isIROTS(Iterated Robust Tabu
Search). Next, the queueQ is initialized with all the facts in the resulting formula (line
2). The main loop starts in line 3 and each iteration is in charge of propagating all pend-
ing facts (line 4) and, if no conflict is detected, attemptingthe extension of the current
partial assignment (line 10). Pending facts inQ are propagated in functionPropagate
(line 4), which may return a hard or soft conflict (see next Section for details). If a hard
conflict is encountered (line 5) the conflict is analyzed, a new hard clause is learnt and
backjumping is performed. This is done as it is customary in classical SAT solvers such
as CHAFF [14]. If a soft conflict is encountered (line 6) chronological backtracking is
performed. If no conflict is found (line 10), a literal is heuristically selected and added
to Q for propagation in the next iteration. However, if the current assignment is com-
plete (line 7), the upper bound is updated. Search stops if a zero-cost solution is found
because it cannot be further improved (line 8). Else, chronological backtracking is per-
formed (line 9). Note that backjumping leads to terminationif a top level hard conflict
is found, while chronological backtracking leads to termination if the two values for the
first assigned variable have been tried.

Algorithm 2 describes functionPropagate. First, this function performs unit
propagation (UP) which propagates facts (line 18). It iterates over the non-propagated
literals l in Q (line 11). Firstly, the cost of falsifyinḡl (which is recorded inV(l̄)) is
added to the lower bound (line 12). Secondly, if a hard clausebecomes a fact (line 13),
the corresponding literal is added toQ for future propagation (line 14). Finally, if a soft
clause becomes unit(q,u) (line 16), its weightu is added toV(q) (line 17). If during
this process a hard conflict is detected, the function returns it (line 15). Else, the algo-
rithm attempts to detect a soft conflict with a call to procedureimproveLB (line 20,
see Section 4 for details), and it returns the soft conflict ifit is found (line 21). Finally,
if no conflict is detected, the function returnsNone(line 22).

Note thatPropagate only needs to identify when original (soft or hard) clauses
have all their literals but one falsified. Thus, we use thetwo-watched literalsscheme
[14] in both hard and soft clauses. Note that any changes tolb orV(l) must be restored
upon backtracking.

4 Lower Bounding in M INI MAX SAT

In the following, we consider an arbitrary search state of MINI MAX SAT before the call
to improveLB. Such a search state is uniquely characterized by the current assign-
ment. The current assignment determines thecurrent subformulawhich is the original
formulaconditionedby the current assignment. The current subformula has the lower



Algorithm 1: M INI MAX SAT basic structure.
Function Search() : integer

1 ub := LocalSearch() ;
2 InitQueue(Q) ;
3 Loop
4 Propagate() ;
5 if Hard Conflictthen

Analyze() ;
if Top Level Hard Conflictthen return ub ;
else

LearnClause() ;
Backjumping() ;

else
6 if Soft Conflictthen

ChronologicalBactracking() ;
if End of Searchthen return ub ;

else
7 if all variables assignedthen

ub := lb ;
8 if ub= 0 then return ub ;
9 ChronologicalBactracking() ;

if End of Searchthen return ub ;

10 else
l := SelectLiteral() ;
Enqueue(Q, l ) ;

bound as the weight of the empty clause(�, lb). Similarly, valueV(l) defines unit
clause(l ,V(l)). Recall that such unit clause is the aggregation of all the original clauses
that have become unit overl due to the current partial assignment.

M INI MAX SAT improves its lower bound in procedureimproveLB (called in line
20 of Algorithm 2). It does so by deriving new soft empty clauses(�,w) through a
weighted resolution process. Such clauses are added to the original (�, lb) clause pro-
ducing an increment of the lower bound.Weighted resolution(also calledMax-RES)
[4], is a rule thatreplacestwo clashingclauses(x∨A,u) and(x̄∨B,w) by the following
set of clauses{(A∨B,m),(x∨A,u−m),(x̄∨B,w−m),(x∨A∨ B̄,m),(x̄∨ Ā∨B,m)}, 1

wherem = min{u,w} and hard clauses are treated as if their cost was infinity (i.e.
>−u= >). The first clause is called theresolventand the other clauses are calledcom-
pensation clauses. The transformation preserves equivalence as defined in Section 2.
The last two compensation clauses may lose the clausal form,so the following rule [5]
may be needed to recover it:

CNF(A∨ l ∨B,u) =

{

A∨ l̄ : |B| = 0
{(A∨ l̄ ∨B,u)}∪CNF(A∨ B̄,u) : |B| > 0

1 WhenA is the empty clause,A represents a tautology.



Algorithm 2: Functions related with the search algorithm.
Function UP() : conflict

while (Q contains non-propagated literals) do
11 l := PickNonPropagatedLiteral(Q); MarkAsPropagated(l ) ;
12 lb := lb+V(l̄) ;
13 foreach Hard clause that has become unit over literal qdo
14 Enqueue(Q,q) ;
15 if {q̄} ∈ Q then return Hard Conflict;

16 foreach Soft clause with weight u that has become unit over literal qdo
17 V(q) = V(q)+u ;

return None;

Function Propagate() : conflict
18 c := UP() ;
19 if c = Hard Conflictthen return c ;
20 improveLB() ;
21 if lb ≥ ub then return Soft Conflict;
22 return None;

Example 1 If we apply weighted resolution to the following clauses{(x∨y,3),(x̄∨y∨z,4)} we
obtain{(y∨y∨z,3),(x∨y,3−3),(x̄∨y∨z,4−3),(x∨y∨ (y∨z),3),(x̄∨ ȳ∨y∨z,3)}. The first
and fourth clauses can be simplified. The second clause can beomitted because it weight is zero.
The fifth clause can be omitted because it is a tautology. We apply CNF rule to the fourth clause
to obtain two new clauses CNF(x∨ y∨ (y∨z),3) = {(x∨ y∨ ȳ∨ z),3),(x∨ y∨ z̄,3)}. Note that
the first new clause is a tautology. Therefore, we obtain the equivalent formula{(y∨z,3),(x̄∨y∨
z,1),(x∨y∨ z̄,3)}.

As a first step,improveLB performsunit neighborhood resolution(UNR) [16,
4], which only resolves on pairs of clashing unit clauses. Itproduces an immediate
increment of the lower bound (i.e., the weight of the empty clause) as it is illustrated in
the following example,

Example 2 Consider a search state with two unassigned variables x and yin which the lower
bound is lb= 3, V(x) = V(y) = 1, V(x̄) = V(ȳ) = 2 and a clause(x∨y,3). This is equivalent to
the formula{(�,3),(x,1),(y,1),(x̄,2),(ȳ,2),(x∨y,3)}. UNR would resolve on clauses(x,1) and
(x̄,2) replacing them by(x̄,1) and (�,1) (all other compensation clauses are removed because
their weight is zero or they are tautologies). The two empty clauses can be grouped into(�,3+

1 = 4). UNR would also resolve on clauses(y,1) and (ȳ,2) replacing them by(ȳ,1) and(�,1).
The two empty clauses can be grouped into(�,4+ 1 = 5). So, the new equivalent formula is
{(�,5),(x̄,1),(ȳ,1),(x∨y,3)} with a higher lower bound of5.

As a second step we execute asimulation of unit propagation(SUP) in which soft
clauses are treated as if they were hard. As seen in the previous section, unit propagation
uses a propagation queueQ. In the following, we assume that together with each literal
l , the queueQ also contains itsreason: the clause(A∨ l ,w) that cause its unit prop-
agation. If SUP yields a conflict, it means that there is a subset of (soft) clauses that
cannot be simultaneously satisfied. Letmbe the minimum weight among these clauses.
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of MINI MAX SAT lower bounding. On the top, the original for-
mulaF . On the left, the propagationQ after step 1. In the middle, the structure of the resolution
tree computed in step 2. On the right, the effect of actually executing the resolution (step 3). The
resulting formulaF ′ appears bellow. If subtraction-based lower bounding is performed, step 3 is
replaced by a subtraction of weights, producing formulaF ′′.

It is easy to see that the extension of the current partial assignment to the unassigned
variables will have a cost of at leastm. Besides, such a cost can be made explicit by
a sequence of resolution steps. A resolution tree is built from the propagation queue
Q as follows: letC0 be the conflicting clause. TraverseQ from tail to headuntil a
clashing clauseD0 is found. Then resolution is applied betweenC0 andD0, obtaining
resolventC1. Next, the traversal ofQ continues until a clauseD1 that clashes withC1

is found, giving resolventC2 and we iterate the process until the resolvent we obtain
is the empty clause�. Once the resolution tree is computed, weighted resolutioncan
actually be done with the actual soft clauses and, as a result, the empty clause(�,m)
will be derived. Finally, all clauses used in the process will be replaced by(�,m) and
the corresponding compensation clauses, thus obtaining anequivalent formula with a
lower bound increment ofm. It is important to remark that this transformation preserves
equivalence since all clauses are used at most one in the resolution process but we have
to undo the transformation upon backtracking. We call this procedureresolution-based
lower bounding.



Example 3 Consider formulaF = {(x̄,2)A,(x∨w,1)B,(x∨y,>)C,(x∨z,2)D,(ȳ∨ z̄,3)E}, where
each clause is identified by a subindex for future reference.

Step 1.Apply SUP. Initially, the unit clause A is enqueued producing Q= [x̄(A)] (within
parenthesis, we indicate the reason of a literal). Thenx̄ is propagated. The resulting formula is
{(w,1)B,(y,>)C,(z,2)D,(ȳ∨ z̄,3)E} and Q becomes[x̄(A),w(B),y(C),z(D)]. Literal w is prop-
agated. The resulting formula is{(y,>)C,(z,2)D,(ȳ∨ z̄,3)E} and no new unit clauses are gen-
erated. Literal y is propagated. The resulting formula is{(z,2)D,(z̄,3)E} and a new unit clause
is enqueued producing Q= [x̄(A),w(B),y(C),z(D), z̄(E)]. Since z and̄z are inside Q, a conflict
is detected and SUP stops. Note that E is the conflicting clause. Figure 1.a shows the state of Q
after the propagation.

Step 2.Build the resolution tree.Starting from the tail of Q the first clause clashing with
the conflicting clause E is D. Resolution between E and D generates the resolvent x∨ ȳ. The
first clause clashing with it is C, producing resolvent x. Thenext clause clashing with it is A
and resolution generates�. Figure 1.b shows the resulting resolution tree. The minimum weight
among the involved clauses is2.

Step 3.Transform the problem.We apply weighted resolution as indicated by the tree com-
puted in Step 2. Figure 1.c graphically shows the result of the process. Leaf clauses are the
original clauses involved in the resolution. Each internalnode indicates a resolution step. The
resolvents appear in the junction of the edges. Beside each resolvent, inside a box, there are
the compensation clauses that must be added to the formula topreserve equivalence. Since
clauses that are used in resolution must be removed, the resulting formula F ′ consists of the
root of the tree ((�,2)) and all compensation clauses. That is, the resulting formula is F ′ =

{(x∨w,1),(x∨y,>),(ȳ∨ z̄,1),(�,2),(x∨y∨z,2),(x̄∨ ȳ∨ z̄,2)}. Note thatF ≡ F ′.

An alternative to problem transformation through resolution is to identify the lower
bound incrementmand then subtract it from all the clauses that would have participated
in the resolution tree. This procedure is reminiscent of thelower bound computed in [7]
and we call itsubtraction-basedlower bounding.

Example 4 Consider formulaF from the previous example. Steps 1 and 2 are identical. How-
ever, subtraction-based lower bounding would replace Step3 by Step 3’ that subtracts weight 2
from the clauses that appear in the resolution tree and then adds(�,2) to the formula. The result
is F ′′ = {(x∨w,1),(x∨ y,>),(ȳ∨ z̄,1),(�,2)}. Note thatF ′′ v F , so its lower bound is also
a lower bound ofF , but they are not equivalent. Hence,F ′′ cannot be used in the subsequent
search and if no soft conflict is immediately detected, this transformation has to be undone before
continuing the search.

After the increment of the lower bound with either technique, procedure SUP can be
executed again, which may yield new lower bound increments.The process is repeated
until SUP does not detect any conflict.

When comparing the two previous approaches, we find that resolution-based lower
bounding has a larger overhead, because resolution steps need to be actually computed
and their consequences must be added to the current formula and removed upon back-
tracking. However, the effort invested in the transformation may be amortized because
the increment obtained in the lower boundbecomes part of the current formula, so it
does not have to bediscoveredagain and again by all the descendent nodes of the search
as it would happen with the subtraction-based approach. In our experiments, we found



that no scheme was systematically better than the other. We also found that resolution-
based lower bounding seems to be more effective if resolution is only applied to low
arity clauses. As a consequence, after the identification ofthe resolution tree, MINI -
MAX SAT only applies resolution-based lower bounding if the largest resolvent in the
resolution tree has arity less than 4.

5 Additional features of M INI MAX SAT

5.1 Probing

Probing is a well-known SAT technique that allows the formulation ofhypothetical
scenarios [17]. The idea is to temporarily assume thatl is a fact and then execute unit
propagation. If UP yields a conflict, we know thatl̄ is indeed a fact. The process is
iterated over all the literals until quiescence. Exhaustive experiments in the SAT context
indicate that it is too expensive to probe during search, so it is normally done as a pre-
process in order to reduce the initial number of branching points.

We can easily extend this idea to Max-SAT. In that context, besides thediscovery
of facts, it may be used to make explicit weighted unit clauses. As in SAT, the idea is
to temporarily assume thatl is a fact and thensimulateunit propagation (i.e., execute
SUP()). Then, we build the resolution treeT from the propagation queueQ. If all the
clauses inT are hard, we know that̄l is indeed a fact. Else, we can reproduceT applying
Max-RES with the actual clauses and derive a unit clause(l̄ ,m) wherem is the mini-
mum weight among the clauses inT. Having unit soft clauses upfront makes the future
executions ofimproveLB much more effective in the subsequent search. Besides, if
we derive both(l ,u) and(l̄ ,w), we can generate via unit neighborhood resolution (see
Example 5) an initial non-trivial lower bound ofmin{u,w}. We tested probing during
search and as a preprocessing in several benchmarks. We observed that probing as a
preprocessing was the best option as it is in SAT.

Example 5 Consider formulaF = {(x∨y,1)A,(x∨z,1)B,(ȳ∨ z̄,1)C}. If we assumēx by adding
it to Q and then execute SUP a conflict is reached. We obtain Q= [x̄(∅),y(A),z(B), z̄(C)] and
we detect that C is a conflicting clause. The clauses involvedin the refutation are C, B, and
A. Resolving clauses C and B results in{(x∨ y,1)A,(x∨ ȳ,1),(x∨ y∨ z,1),(x̄∨ ȳ∨ z̄,1)}. The
resolution of the previous resolvent and A produces the (equivalent) formulaF ′ = {(x,1),(x∨
y∨z,1),(x̄∨ ȳ∨ z̄,1)}.

5.2 Branching Heuristic

For problems where all literals appear in hard clauses in only one polarity, a weighted
version of theTwo-sided Jeroslow Wangheuristic [13] is computed in the root node
and used in the subsequent search (the importance of each clause is multiplied by its
weight). For problems where literals appear in hard clauseswith both polarities it ap-
plies the native VSIDS-like heuristic [14] of MiniSat. In both cases, if some literall
accomplishesV(l) + lb ≥ ub at some node of the search tree, thenl is the selected
literal to assign and̄l is never assigned.



5.3 Pseudo-boolean optimization

M INI MAX SAT can solvepseudo-boolean optimization problem[18, 11] of the form:
(1) minimize∑n

j=1c j ·x j

(2) subject to∑n
j=1ai j l j ≥ bi , i = 1. . .m

wherex j ∈ {0,1}, l j is eitherx j or 1−x j , andc j , ai j andbi are non-negative inte-
gers. (1) is theobjective functionand (2) is the set ofpseudo-boolean constraints. M IN-
IMAX SAT uses MINI SAT+ to transform pseudo-boolean constraints into hard clauses.
That is, it determines heuristically the most appropriate encoding to hard clauses through
adders, sortersor BDDs. Regarding the objective function, for each pairc j · x j , a new
soft unit clause(x̄ j ,c j) is added.

6 Experimental Results

We compare MINI MAX SAT with several optimizers from different communities:

– MAXSATZ [8, 19]. It can only deal with unweighted Max-SAT instances and its
main feature is a powerful subtraction lower bounding [8] plus limited transforma-
tion rules [19]. It was the best unweighted Max-SAT solver inthe 2006 Max-SAT
Evaluation.

– TOOLBAR [16, 20–22]. It is a state-of-the-art Weighted CSP solver.
– MAX -DPLL [13, 5] is a Max-SAT solver that performs a restricted form of reso-

lution lower-bounding. It was the best weighted Max-SAT solver in the 2006 Max-
SAT Evaluation. Note that MAX -DPLL is part of the TOOLBAR package. It is also
called TOOLBAR FORMAX -SAT.

– PUEBLO 1.5 [18] is a pure pseudo-boolean solver. It ranked first in several cate-
gories of the 2005 Pseudo-Boolean Evaluation.

– M INISAT+ [11] is a pseudo-booleansolver that translates pseudo-boolean problems
into SAT and solves them with MiniSAT. It was able to solve more instances than
the other solvers in the 2005 Pseudo-Boolean Evaluation.

When reporting results, we will omit a solver if it cannot deal with the correspond-
ing instances or it performs extremely bad. Results are presented in plots and tables.
The first column of each table contains the name of the set of problems and the sec-
ond shows the number of instances. The rest of columns reportthe performance of the
solvers. Each cell contains the average CPU time that the solver required to solve all
instances. If not all the instances were solved within the time limit (600 seconds), a
number inside brackets indicates the number of solved instances and the average CPU
time only takes into account solved instances. Note that in the plots the order of the
legend goes in accordance with the performance of the solvers.

The following benchmarks were considered:

– Random unweighted Max-SAT instances [13]. Max-2-SAT instances with 100 vari-
ables and clauses ranging from 200 to 900. Max-3-SAT instances with 80 variables
and clauses ranging from 300 to 700.

– Random Max-CUT instances [13] with 60 nodes and the number ofedges ranging
from 300 to 500.



– Random and structured Max-Clique instances [5]. The randominstances have 150
nodes and the edge density is ranged from 0 to 100 per cent. Thestructured in-
stances correspond to the 66 instances of Dimacs Challenge.

– Combinatorial Auctions [5]. The instances were generated with CATS [23]. Three
distributions were considered:paths, schedulingandregions. The number of goods
is fixed to 60 and the number of bids is varied differently for each distribution.

– Max-One instances [5]. We have selected some SAT instances for which we have
solved the Max-One problem. We considered structured instances coming from
the 2002 SAT Competition [10] (submitted by Pehoushek) and random 3-SAT in-
stances with 120 variables and ranging the number of clausesfrom 150 to 550.

– WCSP instances. Structured Planing instances [24] containing both boolean and not
boolean variables and hard and soft constraints. Random binary Max-CSP instances
have three or four values per variable and only soft constraints. Depending on the
number of constraints and the number of forbidden tuples, 4 distributions were
generated: Dense Loose (DL), Dense Tight (DT), Sparse Loose(SL) and Sparse
Tight (ST) [20]. WCSP instances were translated to WeightedMax-SAT using the
direct encoding [25].

– Small integer optimization pseudo-boolean instances coming from the 2006 Pseudo-
Boolean Evaluation. We considered some industrial instances corresponding to
logic synthesis, and some handmade instances includingMisc (garden), min prime
andMPS(miplib).

Figure 2 contains plots with the results on different benchmarks. Plotsa andb re-
ports results on random unweighted Max-SAT instances. PUEBLO and MINISAT+ are
orders of magnitude slower, so they are not included in the graphics. On Max-2-SAT
(plot a), M INI MAX SAT lays between MAX -DPLL and MAXSATZ, which is the best
option. On Max-3-SAT (plotb) M INI MAX SAT clearly outperforms MAX -DPLL and is
very close to MAXSATZ, which is again the best. In both Max-2-SAT and Max-3-SAT
MAXSATZ is no more than 3 times faster than MINI MAX SAT. Plotc reports results on
Max-CUT instances. In these problems, MINI MAX SAT performs slightly better than
MAXSATZ, which is the second alternative.

Plot e reports the results on Random Max-Clique instances. MINI MAX SAT is the
best solver, up to an order of magnitude faster than MAX -DPLL, the second option.
PUEBLO and MINISAT+ perform poorly again. Regarding the structured Dimacs in-
stances, MINI MAX SAT is again the best option. It solves 34 instances within the time
limit, while TOOLBAR,M INISAT+ and PUEBLO solve 29, 19 and 14 respectively.

Plots f , g andh present the results on Combinatorial Auctions following different
distributions. On the paths distribution, MINI MAX SAT is the best solver, twice faster
than MAX -DPLL, which ranks second. On the regions distribution, MAX -DPLL is
the best solver while MINI MAX SAT is the second best solver requiring double time.
On the paths and regions distributions, PUEBLO and MINISAT+ perform very poorly.
On the scheduling distribution, MINISAT+ is the best solver while MAX -DPLL and
M INI MAX SAT are about one order of magnitude slower.

On random Max-One (plotd) M INI MAX SAT is the best solver by far. Almost all
instances are solved instantly while PUEBLO and MAX -DPLL require up to 20 seconds
in the most difficult instances. MINISAT+ performs very poorly. The results on struc-
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Fig. 2. Plots of different benchmarks.
tured Max-One instances are reported in Figure 3. MINISAT+ seems to be the fastest in
general. MINI MAX SAT is close in performance to PUEBLO. Note, however, that in the
dp instances, MINI MAX SAT is the system solving more instances.

On structured Planning WCSP instances (Fig. 4) PUEBLO is the best solver. MINI -
MAX SAT is the second best solver, TOOLBAR is the third and the last one is MINISAT+.
This is not surprising since TOOLBAR does not perform learning over the hard con-
straints. However, on pure optimization Max-CSP problems (Fig. 4) TOOLBAR solves
all the instances instantly, PUEBLO performs very poorly. MINI MAX SAT is clearly the
second best solver on DL instances, while MINISAT+ is the second best option on DT
and ST tight instances.

Results regarding pseudo-boolean instances can be found inFigure 5. Note that this
is the first time that a Max-SAT solver is tested on pseudo-boolean instances. Results
indicate that no solver consistently outperforms the otherand that MINI MAX SAT is
fairly competitive with PUEBLO and MINISAT+.

We can conclude that MINI MAX SAT is the most robust Weighted Max-SAT solver.
It is very competitive for pure optimization problems and for problems with lots of hard
clauses and, sometimes, it is the best option.

7 Related Work

Some previous work has been done about incorporating SAT-techniques inside a Max-
SAT solver. In [9] a lazy data structure to detect when clauses become unit is presented
but it requires a static branching heuristic, so it is not as general as our extension of
the two-watched literals. As far as we know, the rest of Max-SAT solvers are based on



Problemn. inst. M INIMAX SAT Pueblo Minisat+
3col80 10 0.25 0.15 0.05
3col100 10 2.90 2.55 0.26
3col120 10 28.77 21.23 1.50
3col140 10 56.57 122.59 3.86

cnt 3 9.30 0.25 0.25
dp 6 11.75(5) 1.82(3) 2.40(4)

ezfact32 10 1.49 0.69 0.65

Fig. 3.Satisfiable structured Max-one

Problem n. inst. Toolbar M INIMAX SAT Pueblo Minisat+
Planning 71 8.22 2.19 0.28 13.64

DL 20 0.14 2.20 302.85(8) 27.17
DT 20 0.00 7.48 0(0) 5.33
SL 20 0.01 33.08 83.30(18) 1.30
ST 20 0.00 18.04 0(0) 4.29

Fig. 4. Results for WCSP instances.

Problem n. inst. M INIMAX SAT Pueblo Minisat+
Garden 7 2.87(5) 13.60(5) 0.28(5)

Logic synthesis 17 26.33(2) 57.60(5) 4.21(2)
Min prime 156 20.94(111) 13.20(106) 7.58(112)

Miplib 17 34.50(5) 51.84(9) 21.48(9)

Fig. 5. Results for pseudo-boolean instances.

adjacency liststhat are inefficient for unit propagation [26]. In [10] a Max-SAT branch
and bound is powered with learning over hard constraints, but it is used in combination
of simple lower bounding techniques. To the best of our knowledge, no Max-SAT solver
incorporates backjumping. Note that MINI MAX SAT restricts backjumping to the ocur-
rence of hard conflicts. Related frameworks that backjump after soft conflicts include
[27] for WCSP, [28] for pseudo-boolean optimization and [29] forSMT.

Most Max-SAT solvers use what we call subtraction-based lower bounding. In most
cases, they search for special patterns of mutually inconsistent subsets of clauses [3, 6,
9]. For efficiency reasons, these patterns are always restricted to small sets of small arity
clauses (2 or 3 clauses or arity less than 3). MINI MAX SAT uses a natural weighted ex-
tension of the approach proposed in [7]. It was the first one able to detect inconsistencies
in arbitrarily large sets of arbitrarily large clauses.

The idea of what we call resolution-based lower bounding wasinspired from the
WCSP domain [16, 20–22] and it was first proposed in the Max-SAT context in [4] and
further developed in [19, 13, 5]. In these works, only special patterns of fixed-size reso-
lution trees were executed. The use of simulated unit propagation allows MINI MAX SAT

to identify arbitrarily large resolution trees.
Our probing method to derive weighted unit clauses is related to the 2−RESand

cycle rule of [13, 5], and to failed literals in [8]. Again, the use of simulated unit propa-
gation allows MINI MAX SAT to identify arbitrarily large resolution trees.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

M INI MAX SAT is an efficient and very robust Max-SAT solver that can deal with hard
and soft clauses as well as pseudo-boolean functions. It incorporates the best techniques
for each type of problems, so its performance is similar to the best specialized solver.
Besides the development of MINI MAX SAT combining, for the first time, known tech-
niques from different fields, the main original contribution of this paper is a novel lower
bounding technique based on resolution. MINI MAX SAT lower bounding subsumes in
a very clean an elegant way most of the approaches that have been proposed in the last
years. Future work concerns the development of VSIDS-like heuristics for soft clauses,
backjumping techniques for soft conflicts and the study of domain-specific branching
heuristics.
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